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Eden
Phil Wickham

Tabbed by David D.

â€œEdenâ€• by Phil Wickham off of his new album Heaven and Earth (tabbed it from
the 
acoustic version of the album). 
This is a great song about the longing, that I m sure many of us have, to be in 
the presence of God forever! 
I can t wait for that day!

Standard Tuning
B: 2244xx
E: 022100
G#m: 466xxx
Gb: 244xxx
C#m: 4466xx
(Sorry if the chord names aren t correct. Listen to the song for which strings
he actually plays)

Palm muted throughout, listen to the song for when he doesnâ€™t pm.

Intro:
B            E

Verse 1:
B	                            E
When the first light brightened the dark
	                         G#m
Before the breaking of the human heart
	                    E
There was You and there was me
B	             E
Innocence was all I knew
	                   G#m
â€˜Cuz all I had to know was You
	 B	                E
We were running underneath the trees

Chorus:
Gb       	 G#m     E
I wanna see You face to face
      B	                         Gb
When being in Your arms is the permanent state
  C#m             B	    G#m
I want it like it was back then
    E         Gb 
I wanna be in Eden



Verse 2:
B
B 	                     E
I remember how Youâ€™d call my name
	                           G#m
And I would meet you at the garden gate
	                         E
How the glory of Your love would shine
B                                    E
I still remember when the stars were young
	            Gb    G#m
You breathed life into my lungs
	 B	        E
Oh, Iâ€™ve never felt so alive

Chorus:
Gb   	        G#m     E
I wanna see You face to face
       B	                 Gb
When being in Your arms is the permanent state
   C#m             B        G#m
I want it like it was back then
  E           Gb 
I wanna be in Eden

      Gb	 G#m    E
To be naked and unashamed
      B                            Gb
In a sweet down pour down pour of innocent rain
   C#m             B        G#m
I want it like it was back then
    E          Gb
I wanna be in Eden

Bridge:
         E
Where my eyes can see the colors of glory
   Gb
My hands can reach the heaven before me
B	                          Gb
Oh, my God, I wanna be there with You
          E
Where our hearts will beat with joy together 
    Gb
And love will reign forever and ever
B	                          Gb
Oh, my God, I wanna be there with You

Chorus:
      Gb   	    G#m     E



Now I wanna see You face to face
       B	                 Gb
When being in Your arms is the permanent state
  C#m             B        G#m
I want it like it was back then
   E          Gb 
I wanna be in Eden
      Gb	 G#m    E
To be naked and unashamed
      B                           Gb
In a sweet down pour down pour of innocent rain
  C#m              B        G#m
I want it like it was back then
    E          Gb
I wanna be in Eden

B             B


